The Naval Postgraduate School Collaborative Learning Environment (CLE) is an interactive portal designed to support the learning and research activities of the Naval Postgraduate School and its strategic partners.

Please click on the topics below for details and links to more information about our CLE.

## Sakai Access

Sakai can be accessed at [https://cle.nps.edu](https://cle.nps.edu) with your NPS credentials, or at [https://cle.nps.edu/portal/xlogin](https://cle.nps.edu/portal/xlogin) with your full email address for guest access.

- [Sakai Guest Access Overview](#)
- [NPS Student and Faculty Access](#)
- [Sakai Guest Password Reset](#)
- [Troubleshooting Connection or Login Issues](#)

## How to Request a New Course or Project Site

Instructions for Requesting a new Course or Project site

## Sakai Tools

- [Complete Tool List](#)
- Gradebook
- Assignments
- Tests and Quizzes
- Forums
- Resources
- Creating Groups and Joinable sets
- Using Groups and Joinable Sets
- Site Statistics
- DropBox
- Messages (Sending Emails)
- Roster
How to Add, Copy, or Move Content

- Absolute vs. Relative URL
- Linking to Resource in Another Site
- Transferring Content from Resources to MS Teams
- Sharing from OneDrive or Box to Sakai

Learnings Module App or LMA Tool

- LMA - Learning Module App

Upgrade information

- What's new for Sakai 21

FOUO in Sakai

- FOUO Content in Sakai
Troubleshooting

- Technical requirements
- How to Clear Your Web Browsers' Cache and Cookies
- CLE Tool Status Page

DODLearn

DODLearn can be accessed at https://dodlearn.nps.edu/